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Executive Summary 
(Based on the section, “Comparison with Prior Years”) 
 
· Over the past five years, Iowa’s prison population grew by about 31%, from 6,176 inmates 
at mid-year 1996, to 8,101 inmates at mid-year 2001. In addition to the state inmate 
population, 55 Iowa offenders were being housed in prisons in other states on June 30, 
2001. 
 
· Drug crimes were the most common type of offense for which inmates were incarcerated at 
mid-year 2001. About 24% of Iowa inmates statewide were serving time for a drug crime as 
their most serious offense. Five years ago, about 15% of state inmates were serving time for 
a drug crime as their most serious offense. 
 
· Among female inmates, the percentage of drug offenders was higher; about 30% of women 
incarcerated on June 30, 2001 were serving time for a drug crime as their most serious 
offense. 
 
· During the past five years, drug offenders in prison have more than doubled, growing from 
925 inmates in 1996, to 1,923 inmates at mid-year 2001. 
 
· As of mid-year 2001, there were 529 inmates serving life sentences within Iowa’s prison 
system (this count includes some compact prisoners housed in Iowa at the time). This 
population has grown by 101 offenders over the past five years. The number of Iowa “lifers” 
only (those housed instate and out-of-state) was 546 at mid-year 2001. 
 
· The number of inmates serving mandatory minimum terms increased during the past year, 
from 1,279 inmates in 2000, to 1,529 inmates at mid-year 2001. 
 
· Female inmates made up about 8% of the statewide inmate population at mid-year 2001, up 
from 7% five years ago. While the male inmate population increased by about 30% over the 
past five years, the female inmate population increased by about 43%. 
 
· Regarding race/ethnicity, about 70% of all inmates were Caucasian (non-Latino); about 23% 
were African-American; about 5% were Latino; about 1% were Native American, and about 
1% were Asian. Although the number of African-Americans in the Iowa prison system has 
increased, their proportion of the inmate population has declined slightly compared with five 
years ago, when 25% of all inmates were African-American. However, during the same 
period, the proportion of Latino, Native American and Asian offenders in prison have 
increased, from 6% of all inmates in 1995 to about 8% of all inmates at mid-year 2001. 
 
· While offenders aged 35 and younger represent the majority of inmates, the proportion of 
prisoners in this age group has declined over the past five years. The proportion of 
offenders aged 36 through 60, however, has increased, from 29% of all inmates in 1996 to 
38% of inmates at mid-year 2001. These trends may be attributed to larger demographic 
factors within society, namely, the aging of the “baby boomers”. 
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Introduction 
This report was compiled at the request of the Department of Corrections. The statewide 
analysis of Iowa’s prison population at mid-year (June 30) 2001 includes the following 
information: 
· Type of Most Serious Offense (e.g., arson, assault, burglary, etc.) 
· Offense Class of Most Serious Offense 
· Sex 
· Race/Ethnicity 
· Age (median, or middle value) 
· Inmate Custody Level (minimum, medium, maximum security) 
· Educational Level (average) 
· Reading Score (average) 
 
The statewide population analysis contains a comparison with prior years. Following the 
statewide section are Facility Profiles that examine each Department of Corrections institution. 
The facility profiles cover much of the same types of information as the statewide analysis. 
 
 
Iowa’s Correctional Facilities 
While Iowa has a total of nine prisons, there are nineteen individual “facilities” described in this 
report, many of which are satellites. Most of Iowa’s prisons hold only male inmates. The 
“inmate” and “patient” sides of the Iowa Medical and Classification Center may hold both men 
and women. Women-only facilities include the Iowa Correctional Institution for Women, the 
Mitchellville Violator Program and the Mt. Pleasant Women’s Unit (which is a satellite of the Mt. 
Pleasant men’s prison). 
 
 
Data Sources 
Most of the information in this report was derived from two sources: 
· Adult Corrections Information System (ACIS), compiled by the Division of Criminal and 
Juvenile Justice Planning (CJJP) 
· E-1 Reports, compiled by the Department of Human Services 
Please note that the statewide E-1 Reports and statewide prison populations omit Iowa inmates 
housed out of state. Also, inmate populations as compiled by CJJP may differ from data in the 
E-1 Reports by a few offenders. Regarding the latter, this small discrepancy is likely due to the 
different times at which the ACIS database was accessed by the respective agencies for 
reporting purposes. 
 
Data obtained from the E-1 Reports include age, average educational level, and average 
reading scores. Custody levels were compiled by CJJP based on information provided in the E-
1 Reports. Iowa prison population comparisons with prior years is also from the E-1 reports 
(with the exception of trends regarding the most serious offense of inmates).  
 
Data developed by CJJP from the Adult Corrections Information System focused primarily on 
descriptions of inmates’ most serious offenses. Race/ethnicity data (statewide and by facility) 
were also compiled from this source. Where inmates were identified as being of “other” race in 
ACIS, arrest records maintained by the Iowa Department of Public Safety were consulted for 
specific race/ethnicity information. 
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Please note that displayed percentages for various breakdowns (e.g., offense type, offense 
class, etc.) may not add up to 100% due to rounding. 
 
 
Terms & Definitions 
Inmate Custody Levels 
The Department of Corrections’ Inmate Custody Classification System is the process used to 
determine whether a given inmate should reside in a minimum, medium or maximum security 
setting. Classification scores are associated with particular security levels as follows: 
 
Custody Score Security Level 
0-5 Minimum 
6-10 Medium 
11+ Maximum 
 
Please note that custody levels described in this report are as per the custody score, and 
therefore do not reflect overrides to higher or lower security levels. Such overrides may be 
based on inmate behavior, treatment needs and other considerations.  
 
Iowa Offense Classes & Notations 
Iowa offenses are generally classified as felonies or misdemeanors. There are five levels of 
felonies and three levels of misdemeanors, each carrying one or more distinct maximum 
penalty.  
 
Felony offense class levels are lettered A through D, with an “other felony” category containing 
Habitual Offender sentences, a number of drug offenses (e.g., those carrying penalty 
enhancements) and sexual predators sentenced under Chapter 901A, Iowa  Code. 
 
Misdemeanor offense classes include aggravated, serious and simple misdemeanors. 
Misdemeanants may be incarcerated within the state prison system if the total maximum 
sentence imposed exceeds one year (otherwise offenders must serve their terms in county 
jails). 
 
The chart and following notes explain the various offense codes used throughout this report: 
 
 
Code 
 
Explanation 
Maximum 
Penalty 
A Fel Class A Felony Life w/o Parole 
BF-85% Class B Felony: 902.12 25 yrs. 
B Fel Class B Felony 25 yrs./50 yrs. 
CF-85% Class C Felony: 902.12 10 yrs. 
C Fel  Class C Felony 10 yrs. 
D Fel  Class D Felony   5 yrs. 
OF-85% Sexual Predator: 901A; 
Habitual Offender: 902.12 
 varies 
O Fel Other Felony  15 yrs./varies 
Misd Misdemeanor   1+ yr./2 yrs. 
Viol Violator Program Participant    --- 
Other Interstate Compact Prisoner; 
Safekeeper; Federal Prisoner 
   --- 
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902.12 Offenders. Offenders committing certain forcible felonies enumerated in this section of 
the Iowa Code earn much less “good time” than other sentenced offenders do. “BF-85%” 
offenders must serve a minimum of 85% of 25-year terms, with the exception of those 
sentenced to Murder-2nd degree, who must serve a minimum of 85% of 50-year terms. “CF-
85%” offenders are serving a minimum of 85% of 10-year terms for Robbery-2nd degree. Those 
convicted of being an habitual offender by way of Robbery-2nd degree are included in the “OF-
85%” category. 
 
901A Offenders. Certain repeat sex offenders sentenced under this section of the Iowa Code 
must serve a minimum of 85% of their enhanced maximum terms. Most of the “OF-85%” 
offenders are sexual predators sentenced under this section. Maximum penalties (and 
associated time served) vary for this group, ranging from two to fifty years. 
 
Violator Program Participants. This group consists of probationers, parolees and work releasees 
whose community supervision is temporarily suspended for the purpose of participating in the 
state’s Violator Program. The Violator Program provides a short-term (4 to 6 months) 
incarceration option and treatment for offenders who fail to abide by the conditions of 
community supervision. 
 
Offense Types 
The various felonies and misdemeanors may be classified according to the type of offense 
committed, as follows: 
· Arson 
· Assault (includes Chapter 708 offenses as well as similar offenses in other Code  
sections, such as child endangerment and tampering with a witness) 
· Burglary 
· Drug Crimes 
· Escape/Flight (includes voluntary absence and failure to appear) 
· Forgery/Fraud 
· Kidnapping 
· Murder/Manslaughter 
· OWI/Traffic Offenses 
· Prostitution/Pimping 
· Robbery (includes extortion) 
· Sex Crimes (includes Chapter 709 offenses as well as similar offenses in other Code 
sections, such as incest and sexual exploitation of minors) 
· Theft 
· Vandalism 
· Weapons Offenses (includes Chapter 724 offenses involving illegal weapons possession 
and trafficking; it excludes offenses involving the use of weapons in serious crimes) 
· Other Offenses (includes conspiracy, solicitation to commit crimes, aiding and abetting, 
public intoxication, abandonment or neglect of dependent persons, and other offenses not 
readily classifiable in the above categories) 
 
The above offense types may be grouped within six general categories, as follows: 
· Violent: assault, kidnapping, murder/manslaughter, robbery and sex crimes 
· Property: arson, burglary, forgery/fraud, theft and vandalism 
· Drug: drug offenses 
· OWI/Traffic: OWI/traffic offenses 
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· Weapons: weapons offenses 
· Other: escape/flight, other crimes and prostitution/pimping  
 
Most Serious Offense 
If an offender is incarcerated for more than one offense, the most serious offense is the offense 
with the longest maximum sentence length. If there are more than one such qualifying offenses, 
then the most serious offense is determined by selecting the crime against persons over the 
crime not against persons. 
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Iowa Prison Population
June 30, 2001
POPULATION BY MOST SERIOUS OFFENSE:
By Offense Class:
Offense Type Total % A Fel
BF-
85% B Fel
CF-
85% C Fel D Fel
OF-
85% O Fel Misd Viol Other
Arson 68 0.8% 18 39 6 2 2 1  
Assault 680 8.4% 18 67 194 242 13 143 3  
Burglary 925 11.4% 121 238 474 49 16 27  
Compact 49 0.6%    49
Drug Crimes 1,922 23.7% 457 947 272 201 15 30  
Escape/Flight 42 0.5%  30 11 1  
Federal 147 1.8%    147
Forgery/Fraud 388 4.8% 2 338 22 14 12  
Kidnapping 167 2.1% 96 13 25 27 3 3  
Murder/Mansl. 684 8.4% 406 26 158 1 68 18 6 1  
Other Crimes 143 1.8% 6 67 42 1 26 1  
OWI/Traffic 362 4.5%  265 18 71 8  
Prost./Pimp. 13 0.2%   13  
Robbery 594 7.3% 75 167 277 35 31 7 2   
Safekeepers 6 0.1%    6
Sex Crimes 1,090 13.5% 13 64 267 512 162 10 19 42 1  
Theft 694 8.6% 324 251 28 73 18  
Vandalism 35 0.4% 4 20 5 6  
Weapons 94 1.2% 2 71 17 4  
State Total 8,103 100% 515 196 1,286 278 2,459 2,225 17 389 429 107 202
6.4% 2.4% 15.9% 3.4% 30.3% 27.5% 0.2% 4.8% 5.3% 1.3% 2.5%
Median Age: 32
Average Education: 11.6
Average Reading Level: 9.6
% By Offense Class:
Offense Types
Violent
40%
OWI/Traffic
5%Drug
24%
Other
3%
Weapons
1%
Property
27%
Federal, compact, safekeeper excluded.
Race/Ethnicity
Caucasian
70%
Asian
1%
Native 
American
1%
Latino
5%
African-
American
23%
Custody Levels
Medium
52%
Maximum
12%
Minimum
36%
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Male and Female Inmates
Most Serious Offense
Females Females
Offense Type N % N % Offense Class N % N %
Arson 5 0.8% 63 0.8% A Fel 29 4.5% 486 6.5%
Assault 40 6.2% 640 8.6% BF 85% 10 1.6% 186 2.5%
Burglary 30 4.7% 895 12.0% B Fel 99 15.4% 1,187 15.9%
Compact 1 0.2% 48 0.6% CF 85% 11 1.7% 267 3.6%
Drug Crimes 192 29.9% 1,730 23.2% C Fel 189 29.4% 2,270 30.4%
Escape/Flight 3 0.5% 39 0.5% D Fel 208 32.4% 2,017 27.0%
Federal 3 0.5% 144 1.9% OF85 1 0.2% 16 0.2%
Forgery/Fraud 113 17.6% 275 3.7% OF 23 3.6% 366 4.9%
Kidnapping 9 1.4% 158 2.1% Misd 44 6.9% 385 5.2%
Murder/Mansl. 62 9.7% 622 8.3% Viol 24 3.7% 83 1.1%
Other Crimes 19 3.0% 124 1.7% Other 4 0.6% 198 2.7%
OWI/Traffic 18 2.8% 344 4.6% Totals 642 100.0% 7,461 100.0%
Prost./Pimp. 12 1.9% 1 < 0.1%
Robbery 27 4.2% 567 7.6%
Safekeepers 0 < 0.1% 6 0.1%
Sex Crimes 10 1.6% 1,080 14.5%
Theft 95 14.8% 599 8.0%
Vandalism 1 0.2% 34 0.5%
Weapons 2 0.3% 92 1.2%
Totals 642 100.0% 7,461 100.0%
Males Males
Females: Offense Types
Property
39%
Weapons
<1% Other
5%Drug
30%
OWI/Traffic
3%
Violent
23%
Federal, compact, safekeeper excluded.
Males: Offense Types
Property
26%
Weapons
1%
Other
2%
Drug
24%
OWI/Traffic
5% Violent
42%
Federal, compact, safekeeper excluded.
Females: Race/Ethnicity
Caucasian
75%
African-
American
21%
Latino
2%
Native 
American
2%
Asian
< 1%
Males: Race/Ethnicity
Caucasian
69%
African-
American
23%
Latino
6%
Native 
American
1%
Asian
1%
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(Inmates on June 30)
Source: E-1 Reports; CJJP
Total Prison Population
1996 2000 2001 Net Change % Change Net Change % Change
Midyear Populations: 6,176 7,646 8,101 455 6.0% 1,925 31.2%
Sex
1996 2000 2001 Net Change % Change Net Change % Change
Males 5,729 7,042 7,460 418 5.9% 1,731 30.2%
Females 447 604 641 37 6.1% 194 43.4%
Race/Ethnicity
1996 2000 2001 Net Change % Change Net Change % Change
Caucasian 4,299 5,267 5,643 376 7.1% 1,344 31.3%
African-American 1,524 1,800 1,844 44 2.4% 320 21.0%
Latino 212 361 425 64 17.7% 213 100.5%
Native American 98 140 119 -21 -15.0% 21 21.4%
Asian 38 63 54 -9 -14.3% 16 42.1%
Other/Unknown 5 15 16 1 6.7% 11 220.0%
Comparison With Prior Years
In Last Year: In Last 5 Years:
In Last Year: In Last 5 Years:
In Last Year: In Last 5 Years:
2001
Caucasian
69%
African-
American
23%
All Other
8%
1996
Caucasian
69%
African-
American
25%
All Other
6%
2001
Males
92%
Females
8%
1996
Males
93%
Females
7%
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Age
1996 2000 2001 Net Change % Change Net Change % Change
20 or younger 582 652 600 -52 -8.0% 18 3.1%
21-25 1,340 1,605 1,692 87 5.4% 352 26.3%
26-30 1,196 1,209 1,335 126 10.4% 139 11.6%
31-35 1,172 1,237 1,269 32 2.6% 97 8.3%
36-40 859 1,254 1,290 36 2.9% 431 50.2%
41-50 735 1,252 1,420 168 13.4% 685 93.2%
51-60 216 331 371 40 12.1% 155 71.8%
61 or older 76 106 124 18 17.0% 48 63.2%
Inmates Serving Life Terms
1996 2000 2001 Net Change % Change Net Change % Change
Midyear Populations: 428 512 529 17 3.3% 101 23.6%
Inmates With Mandatory Minimum Sentences
1996 2000 2001 Net Change % Change Net Change % Change
Midyear Populations: 986 1,279 1,529 250 19.5% 543 55.1%
Number of Sentences Per Inmate
1996 2000 2001 Net Change % Change Net Change % Change
None or One 3,180 3,963 4,147 184 4.6% 967 30.4%
Two 1,643 2,070 2,240 170 8.2% 597 36.3%
Three or more 1,353 1,613 1,714 101 6.3% 361 26.7%
In Last Year: In Last 5 Years:
In Last Year: In Last 5 Years:
In Last Year: In Last 5 Years:
In Last Year: In Last 5 Years:
2001
21-35
53%
36-60
38%
61 or older
2% 20 or 
younger
7%
1996
21-35
61%
36-60
29% 20 or 
younger
9%
61 or older
1%
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Most Serious Offense
Offense Type 1996 2000 2001 Net Change % Change Net Change % Change
Arson 70 66 68 2 3.0% -2 -2.9%
Assault 441 647 683 36 5.6% 242 54.9%
Burglary 1,061 938 926 -12 -1.3% -135 -12.7%
Drug Crimes 925 1611 1923 312 19.4% 998 107.9%
Escape/Flight 37 36 44 8 22.2% 7 18.9%
Forgery/Fraud 358 357 387 30 8.4% 29 8.1%
Kidnapping 123 159 167 8 5.0% 44 35.8%
Murder/Mansl. 531 640 684 44 0.2% 153 28.8%
Other Crimes 69 128 142 14 10.9% 73 105.8%
OWI/Traffic 316 424 363 -61 -14.4% 47 14.9%
Prost./Pimp. 15 11 13 2 18.2% -2 -13.3%
Robbery 584 574 593 19 3.3% 9 1.5%
Sex Crimes 807 1,021 1,093 72 7.1% 286 35.4%
Theft 651 723 690 -33 -4.6% 39 6.0%
Vandalism 51 47 31 -16 -34.0% -20 -39.2%
Weapons 140 100 94 -6 -6.0% -46 -32.9%
Note: Compact prisoners, federal prisoners, and safekeepers are excluded
In Last Year: In Last 5 Years:
2001
Drug 
24% Weapons
1%
OWI/Traffic
5%
Violent
40%
Property
27%
Other
3%
1996
Weapons
2%Drug 
15%
OWI/Traffic
5%
Violent
41%Property
35%
Other
2%
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Anamosa State Penitentiary
June 30, 2001
POPULATION BY MOST SERIOUS OFFENSE:
By Offense Class:
Offense Type Total % A Fel
BF-
85% B Fel
CF-
85% C Fel D Fel
OF-
85% O Fel Misd Viol Other
Arson 10 0.8% 4 5 1
Assault 126 9.8% 10 24 35 35 5 17
Burglary 164 12.8% 40 44 62 18
Compact 13 1.0% 13
Drug Crimes 198 15.5% 55 79 14 48 2
Escape/Flight 4 0.3% 2 2
Forgery/Fraud 33 2.6% 29 3 1
Kidnapping 53 4.1% 33 6 7 7
Murder/Mansl. 189 14.8% 137 8 32 9 2 1
Other Crimes 16 1.2% 1 8 4 3
OWI/Traffic 17 1.3% 10 3 4
Robbery 178 13.9% 35 35 91 13 2 2
Sex Crimes 191 14.9% 5 15 75 67 16 2 6 5
Theft 74 5.8% 48 16 5 5
Vandalism 4 0.3% 1 3
Weapons 11 0.9% 7 4
ASP Total 1,281 100% 175 74 273 91 316 203 4 95 37 - 13
13.7% 5.8% 21.3% 7.1% 24.7% 15.8% 0.3% 7.4% 2.9% - 1.0%
Median Age: 33
Average Education: 11.6
Average Reading Level: 9.7
% By Offense Class:
Offense Types
Violent
58%
OWI/Traffic
1%
Drug
16%
Other
2%
Weapons
1%Property
22%
Federal, compact, safekeeper excluded.
Race/Ethnicity
Caucasian
64%
Asian
1%
Native 
American
2%
Latino
5%
African-
American
28%
Custody Levels
Minimum
14% Maximum
29%
Medium
57%
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Luster Heights
June 30, 2001
POPULATION BY MOST SERIOUS OFFENSE:
By Offense Class:
Offense Type Total % A Fel
BF-
85% B Fel
CF-
85% C Fel D Fel
OF-
85% O Fel Misd Viol Other
Arson 1 2.0% 1
Assault 1 2.0% 1
Burglary 3 6.1% 2 1
Compact 1 2.0% 1
Drug Crimes 13 26.5% 2 5 5 1
Forgery/Fraud 4 8.2% 2 1 1
Murder/Mansl. 1 2.0% 1
Other Crimes 1 2.0% 1
OWI/Traffic 15 30.6% 12 3
Theft 8 16.3% 3 5
Weapons 1 2.0% 1
LUH Total 49 100% - - 2 - 12 27 - 2 5 - 1
- - 4.1% - 24.5% 55.1% - 4.1% 10.2% - 2.0%
Median Age: 35
Average Education: 11.7
Average Reading Level: 10.2
% By Offense Class:
Offense Types
Property
34%
Weapons
2%
Other
2%
Drug
27%
OWI/Traffic
31%
Violent
4%
Federal, compact, safekeeper excluded.
Race/Ethnicity
African-
American
8%
Native 
American
2%
Caucasian
88%
Asian
2%
Custody Levels
Medium
4%
Minimum
96%
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 Correctional Treatment Unit: Clarinda
June 30, 2001
POPULATION BY MOST SERIOUS OFFENSE:
By Offense Class:
Offense Type Total % A Fel
BF-
85% B Fel
CF-
85% C Fel D Fel
OF-
85% O Fel Misd Viol Other
Arson 7 0.8% 1 5 1
Assault 109 12.0% 1 2 29 50 27
Burglary 96 10.5% 7 31 54 3 1
Compact 6 0.7% 6
Drug Crimes 263 28.8% 52 154 33 22 2
Escape/Flight 9 1.0% 8 1
Forgery/Fraud 57 6.3% 53 1 3
Kidnapping 12 1.3% 4 2 3 2 1
Murder/Mansl. 38 4.2% 13 2 14 6 1 2
Other Crimes 12 1.3% 4 6 2
OWI/Traffic 53 5.8% 44 2 7
Robbery 50 5.5% 1 17 25 2 5
Sex Crimes 82 9.0% 16 18 28 13 2 4 1
Theft 98 10.7% 49 40 9
Vandalism 3 0.3% 3
Weapons 17 1.9% 14 2 1
CTU Total 912 100% 17 22 114 25 310 325 2 37 54 - 6
1.9% 2.4% 12.5% 2.7% 34.0% 35.6% 0.2% 4.1% 5.9% - 0.7%
Median Age: 34
Average Education: 11.4
Average Reading Level: 9.0
% By Offense Class:
Offense Types
Violent
32%
OWI/Traffic
6%
Drug
29%
Other
2%
Weapons
2%
Property
29%
Federal, compact, safekeeper excluded.
Race/Ethnicity
Caucasian
70%
Asian
<1%
Native 
American
2%
Latino
4%
African-
American
24%
Custody Levels
Medium
63%
Maximum
6%
Minimum
31%
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 Fort Dodge Correctional Facility
June 30, 2001
POPULATION BY MOST SERIOUS OFFENSE:
By Offense Class:
Offense Type Total % A Fel
BF-
85% B Fel
CF-
85% C Fel D Fel
OF-
85% O Fel Misd Viol Other
Arson 13 1.1% 2 8 2 1
Assault 98 8.6% 2 3 39 44 2 8
Burglary 202 17.8% 17 61 115 6 3
Compact 2 0.2%  2
Drug Crimes 296 26.0% 85 153 31 27
Escape/Flight 10 0.9%  8 1 1
Federal 77 6.8%  77
Forgery/Fraud 41 3.6% 1 38 1 1
Kidnapping 6 0.5% 1 1 3 1
Murder/Mansl. 27 2.4% 2 6 8 8 3
Other Crimes 29 2.6% 3 15 9 1 1
OWI/Traffic 16 1.4%  11 1 4
Robbery 116 10.2% 10 19 72 2 12 1
Sex Crimes 49 4.3% 4 9 25 6 1 2 2
Theft 133 11.7% 75 51 7
Vandalism 7 0.6% 1 5 1
Weapons 15 1.3%  10 4 1
FDC Total 1,137 100% 2 23 147 72 391 345 2 46 30 - 79
0.2% 2.0% 12.9% 6.3% 34.4% 30.3% 0.2% 4.0% 2.6% - 6.9%
Median Age: 23
Average Education: 11.4
Average Reading Level: 9.5
% By Offense Class:
Offense Types
Violent
28%
OWI/Traffic
2%Drug
28%
Other
4%
Weapons
1%
Property
37%
Federal, compact, safekeeper excluded.
Race/Ethnicity
Caucasian
60%
Asian
1%
Native 
American
1%
Latino
10%
African-
American
28%
Custody Levels
Medium
66%
Maximum
8%
Minimum
26%
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 Iowa State Penitentiary: Fort Madison
June 30, 2001
POPULATION BY MOST SERIOUS OFFENSE:
By Offense Class:
Offense Type Total % A Fel
BF-
85% B Fel
CF-
85% C Fel D Fel
OF-
85% O Fel Misd Viol Other
Arson 9 1.6% 3 5 1
Assault 43 7.8% 2 9 13 9 5 5
Burglary 47 8.6% 15 15 14 3
Compact 14 2.6% 14
Drug Crimes 37 6.7% 7 16 3 11
Escape/Flight 2 0.4% 2
Forgery/Fraud 6 1.1% 6
Kidnapping 44 8.0% 41 1 2
Murder/Mansl. 182 33.2% 166 4 11 1
Other Crimes 3 0.5% 3
OWI/Traffic 8 1.5% 7 1
Robbery 85 15.5% 17 26 34 2 1 3 2
Sex Crimes 42 7.7% 6 8 20 4 2 1 1
Theft 21 3.8% 14 2 3 2
Vandalism 2 0.4% 2
Weapons 4 0.7% 1 3
ISP Total 549 100% 213 32 93 34 73 48 3 30 9 - 14
38.8% 5.8% 16.9% 6.2% 13.3% 8.7% 0.5% 5.5% 1.6% - 2.6%
Median Age: 35
Average Education: 11.4
Average Reading Level: 9.4
% By Offense Class:
Offense Types
Property
16%
Weapons
1%
Other
1%
Drug
7%
OWI/Traffic
1%
Violent
74%
Federal, compact, safekeeper excluded.
Race/Ethnicity
Caucasian
55%Asian
<1%
Native 
American
3%
Latino
5%
African-
American
37%
Custody Levels
Medium
38%
Maximum
51%
Minimum
11%
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John Bennett Correctional Center: Fort Madison
June 30, 2001
POPULATION BY MOST SERIOUS OFFENSE:
By Offense Class:
Offense Type Total % A Fel
BF-
85% B Fel
CF-
85% C Fel D Fel
OF-
85% O Fel Misd Viol Other
Arson 2 1.2% 2
Assault 11 6.8% 2 3 5 1
Burglary 21 13.0% 4 5 9 1 2
Drug Crimes 37 22.8% 7 17 7 6
Forgery/Fraud 5 3.1% 5
Kidnapping 8 4.9% 7 1
Murder/Mansl. 26 16.0% 11 11 4
Other Crimes 2 1.2% 2
OWI/Traffic 11 6.8% 8 1 2
Robbery 17 10.5% 13 1 2 1
Sex Crimes 5 3.1% 1 4
Theft 13 8.0% 5 6 1 1
Weapons 4 2.5% 3 1
JBC Total 162 100% 18 - 39 1 42 46 - 10 6 - -
11.1% - 24.1% 0.6% 25.9% 28.4% - 6.2% 3.7% - -
Median Age: 37
Average Education: 11.8
Average Reading Level: 9.9
% By Offense Class:
Offense Types
Violent
42%
OWI/Traffic
7%
Drug
23%
Other
1%
Weapons
2%
Property
25%
Federal, compact, safekeeper excluded.
Custody Levels
Medium
65%
Maximum
1%
Minimum
34%
Race/Ethnicity
African-
American
35%
Caucasian
61%
Latino
4%
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Multiple Care Unit: Fort Madison
June 30, 2001
POPULATION BY MOST SERIOUS OFFENSE:
By Offense Class:
Offense Type Total % A Fel
BF-
85% B Fel
CF-
85% C Fel D Fel
OF-
85% O Fel Misd Viol Other
Assault 1 8.3% 1
Kidnapping 1 8.3% 1
Murder/Mansl. 7 58.3% 7
Robbery 2 16.7% 1 1
Sex Crimes 1 8.3% 1
MCU Total 12 100% 8 - 1 1 1 - - - 1 - -
66.7% - 8.3% 8.3% 8.3% - - - 8.3% - -
Median Age: 50
Average Education: 11.4
Average Reading Level: 7.6
% By Offense Class:
Offense Types
Violent
100%
Federal, compact, safekeeper excluded.
Custody Levels
Medium
46%
Maximum
27%
Minimum
27%
Race/Ethnicity
Caucasian
100%
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Farm 1: Fort Madison
June 30, 2001
POPULATION BY MOST SERIOUS OFFENSE:
By Offense Class:
Offense Type Total % A Fel
BF-
85% B Fel
CF-
85% C Fel D Fel
OF-
85% O Fel Misd Viol Other
Assault 14 18.4% 5 9
Burglary 11 14.5% 10 1
Drug Crimes 18 23.7% 9 7 1 1
Forgery/Fraud 5 6.6% 3 2
OWI/Traffic 21 27.6% 14 1 6
Theft 5 6.6% 5
Vandalism 1 1.3% 1
Weapons 1 1.3% 1
FM1 Total 76 100% - - - - 9 45 - 4 18 - -
- - - - 11.8% 59.2% - 5.3% 23.7% - -
Median Age: 37
Average Education: 11.6
Average Reading Level: 9.6
% By Offense Class:
Offense Types
Violent
18%
OWI/Traffic
28%Drug
24%
Weapons
1%
Property
29%
Federal, compact, safekeeper excluded.
Custody Levels
Medium
5%
Minimum
95%
Race/Ethnicity
African-
American
25%
Caucasian
74%
Latino
1%
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 Farm 3: Fort Madison
June 30, 2001
POPULATION BY MOST SERIOUS OFFENSE:
By Offense Class:
Offense Type Total % A Fel
BF-
85% B Fel
CF-
85% C Fel D Fel
OF-
85% O Fel Misd Viol Other
Assault 3 3.4% 1 1 1
Burglary 11 12.5% 3 6 1 1
Drug Crimes 34 38.6% 1 14 17 1 1
Forgery/Fraud 7 8.0% 5 1 1
Murder/Mansl. 2 2.3% 1 1
Other Crimes 1 1.1% 1
OWI/Traffic 13 14.8% 10 1 2
Theft 12 13.6% 4 6 2
Weapons 5 5.7% 5
FM3 Total 88 100% - - 2 - 23 51 - 4 8 - -
- - 2.3% - 26.1% 58.0% - 4.5% 9.1% - -
Median Age: 37
Average Education: 11.5
Average Reading Level: 10.1
% By Offense Class:
Offense Types
Violent
6%
OWI/Traffic
15%
Drug
38%
Other
1%
Weapons
6%
Property
34%
Federal, compact, safekeeper excluded.
Custody Levels
Medium
6%
Minimum
94%
Race/Ethnicity
African-
American
13%
Caucasian
82%
Latino
5%
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 Medical and Classification Center, Inmates: Oakdale
June 30, 2001
POPULATION BY MOST SERIOUS OFFENSE:
By Offense Class:
Offense Type Total % A Fel
BF-
85% B Fel
CF-
85% C Fel D Fel
OF-
85% O Fel Misd Viol Other
Arson 7 0.9% 2 4 1
Assault 73 9.0% 6 17 21 29
Burglary 71 8.8% 3 14 49 3 2
Compact 4 0.5% 4
Drug Crimes 230 28.5% 88 88 35 18 1
Escape/Flight 4 0.5% 3 1
Federal 7 0.9% 7
Forgery/Fraud 39 4.8% 33 3 3
Kidnapping 6 0.7% 1 3 1 1
Murder/Mansl. 23 2.9% 5 4 1 9 4
Other Crimes 25 3.1% 1 11 5 8
OWI/Traffic 67 8.3% 51 2 14
Prost./Pimp. 3 0.4% 3
Robbery 12 1.5% 3 1 6 1 1
Safekeepers 1 0.1% 1
Sex Crimes 150 18.6% 14 21 91 14 3 2 5
Theft 78 9.7% 27 30 3 18
Vandalism 2 0.2% 1 1
Weapons 5 0.6% 1 4
MCC Total 807 100% 5 18 126 7 267 251 3 32 86 - 12
0.6% 2.2% 15.6% 0.9% 33.1% 31.1% 0.4% 4.0% 10.7% - 1.5%
Median Age: 33
Average Education: 11.5
Average Reading Level: 9.3
% By Offense Class:
Offense Types
Violent
33%
OWI/Traffic
8%Drug
29%
Other
4%
Weapons
1%
Property
25%
Federal, compact, safekeeper excluded.
Custody Levels
Medium
60%
Maximum
5%
Minimum
35%
Race/Ethnicity
Caucasian
77%
African-
American
15%
Latino
6%
Native 
American
1%Asian
1%
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 Medical and Classification Center, Patients: Oakdale
June 30, 2001
POPULATION BY MOST SERIOUS OFFENSE:
By Offense Class:
Offense Type Total % A Fel
BF-
85% B Fel
CF-
85% C Fel D Fel
OF-
85% O Fel Misd Viol Other
Burglary 1 8.3% 1
Murder/Mansl. 2 16.7% 2
OWI/Traffic 1 8.3% 1
Robbery 1 8.3% 1
Safekeepers 5 41.7% 5
Sex Crimes 1 8.3% 1
Theft 1 8.3% 1
OAK Total 12 100% 2 - 1 1 1 1 - - 1 - 5
16.7% - 8.3% 8.3% 8.3% 8.3% - - 8.3% - 41.7%
Median Age: 31
Average Education: 12.0
Average Reading Level: 9.6
% By Offense Class:
Offense Types
Violent
57%OWI/Traffic
14%
Property
29%
Federal, compact, safekeeper excluded.
Custody Levels
Maximum
67%
Medium
33%
Race/Ethnicity
African-
American
9%
Caucasian
91%
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 Medium Security Unit: Mt. Pleasant
June 30, 2001
POPULATION BY MOST SERIOUS OFFENSE:
By Offense Class:
Offense Type Total % A Fel
BF-
85% B Fel
CF-
85% C Fel D Fel
OF-
85% O Fel Misd Viol Other
Arson 6 0.7% 1 3 1 1
Assault 45 5.1% 1 5 19 1 19
Burglary 88 9.9% 7 18 59 2 2
Compact 3 0.3% 3
Drug Crimes 126 14.2% 9 87 19 10 1
Escape/Flight 4 0.4% 3 1
Forgery/Fraud 17 1.9% 16 1
Kidnapping 10 1.1% 2 4 3 1
Murder/Mansl. 14 1.6% 6 1 4 3
Other Crimes 18 2.0% 8 6 4
OWI/Traffic 32 3.6% 28 4
Robbery 8 0.9% 4 1 2 1
Sex Crimes 475 53.4% 78 263 103 2 2 27
Theft 35 3.9% 16 16 2 1
Vandalism 4 0.4% 1 2 1
Weapons 4 0.4% 4
MSU Total 889 100% 8 - 105 1 410 281 2 20 59 - 3
0.9% - 11.8% 0.1% 46.1% 31.6% 0.2% 2.2% 6.6% - 0.3%
Median Age: 35
Average Education: 11.7
Average Reading Level: 9.6
% By Offense Class:
Offense Types
Violent
63%
OWI/Traffic
4%
Drug
14%
Other
2%
Weapons
<1%
Property
17%
Federal, compact, safekeeper excluded.
Custody Levels
Medium
58%
Maximum
2%
Minimum
40%
Race/Ethnicity
Caucasian
81%
African-
American
14%
Latino
4%
Native 
American
1%Asian
<1%
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 Mt. Pleasant Women's Unit
June 30, 2001
POPULATION BY MOST SERIOUS OFFENSE:
By Offense Class:
Offense Type Total % A Fel
BF-
85% B Fel
CF-
85% C Fel D Fel
OF-
85% O Fel Misd Viol Other
Arson 2 2.2% 2
Assault 4 4.3% 3 1
Burglary 6 6.5% 3 3
Drug Crimes 19 20.4% 7 9 1 2
Forgery/Fraud 19 20.4% 19
Kidnapping 2 2.2% 1 1
Murder/Mansl. 4 4.3% 3 1
Other Crimes 5 5.4% 4 1
Prost./Pimp. 1 1.1% 1
Robbery 7 7.5% 3 3 1
Sex Crimes 8 8.6% 3 5
Theft 15 16.1% 5 7 3
Vandalism 1 1.1% 1
MWU Total 93 100% - 4 16 3 30 33 - 2 5 - -
- 4.3% 17.2% 3.2% 32.3% 35.5% - 2.2% 5.4% - -
Median Age: 35
Average Education: 11.3
Average Reading Level: 8.9
% By Offense Class:
Offense Types
Violent
27%
Other
6%
Drug
20%
Property
47%
Federal, compact, safekeeper excluded.
Custody Levels
Medium
38%
Maximum
8%
Minimum
54%
Race/Ethnicity
Latino
2%
Native 
American
1%
Caucasian
79%
African-
American
18%
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 Iowa Correctional Institution for Women: Mitchellville
June 30, 2001
POPULATION BY MOST SERIOUS OFFENSE:
By Offense Class:
Offense Type Total % A Fel
BF-
85% B Fel
CF-
85% C Fel D Fel
OF-
85% O Fel Misd Viol Other
Arson 3 0.6% 2 1
Assault 32 6.5% 4 15 9 4
Burglary 20 4.1% 2 9 8 1
Compact 1 0.2% 1
Drug Crimes 161 32.9% 42 83 21 14 1
Escape/Flight 3 0.6% 3
Federal 3 0.6% 3
Forgery/Fraud 79 16.1% 1 73 3 2
Kidnapping 7 1.4% 3 1 1 1 1
Murder/Mansl. 57 11.6% 26 5 22 3 1
Other Crimes 13 2.7% 5 6 2
OWI/Traffic 14 2.9% 11 3
Prost./Pimp. 9 1.8% 9
Robbery 18 3.7% 6 7 1 3 1
Sex Crimes 2 0.4% 1 1
Theft 66 13.5% 32 20 3 11
Weapons 2 0.4% 2
MTV Total 490 100% 29 6 78 7 152 159 1 21 33 - 4
5.9% 1.2% 15.9% 1.4% 31.0% 32.4% 0.2% 4.3% 6.7% - 0.8%
Median Age: 34
Average Education: 11.7
Average Reading Level: 9.8
% By Offense Class:
Offense Types
Violent
24%
OWI/Traffic
3%
Drug
33%
Other
5%
Weapons
<1%
Property
35% Federal, compact, safekeeper excluded.
Custody Levels
Medium
41%
Maximum
7%
Minimum
52%
Race/Ethnicity
Caucasian
74%
Asian
<1%
Native 
American
2%
Latino
2%
African-
American
22%
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Mitchellville Violator Program
June 30, 2001
POPULATION BY MOST SERIOUS OFFENSE:
By Offense Class:
Offense Type Total % A Fel
BF-
85% B Fel
CF-
85% C Fel D Fel
OF-
85% O Fel Misd Viol Other
Burglary 2 8.3% 2
Drug Crimes 6 25.0% 6
Forgery/Fraud 8 33.3% 8
OWI/Traffic 1 4.2% 1
Theft 7 29.2% 7
MVP Total 24 100% - - - - - - - - - 24 -
- - - - - - - - - 100% -
Median Age: 27
Average Education: 11.3
Average Reading Level: 9.1
% By Offense Class:
Offense Types
Property
71%
OWI/Traffic
4%Drug
25%
Federal, compact, safekeeper excluded.
Custody Levels
Minimum
100%
Race/Ethnicity
Native 
American
4%
Caucasian
88%
African-
American
8%
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 Newton Correctional Facility
June 30, 2001
POPULATION BY MOST SERIOUS OFFENSE:
By Offense Class:
Offense Type Total % A Fel
BF-
85% B Fel
CF-
85% C Fel D Fel
OF-
85% O Fel Misd Viol Other
Arson 2 0.3% 2
Assault 64 8.3% 3 10 25 21 5
Burglary 78 10.1% 21 20 27 9 1
Compact 4 0.5% 4
Drug Crimes 202 26.1% 78 74 15 34 1
Escape/Flight 2 0.3% 2
Federal 60 7.7% 60
Forgery/Fraud 19 2.5% 15 3 1
Kidnapping 13 1.7% 5 4 4
Murder/Mansl. 82 10.6% 23 1 43 13 2
Other Crimes 6 0.8% 1 4 1
OWI/Traffic 19 2.5% 11 3 5
Robbery 81 10.5% 6 35 33 6 1
Sex Crimes 76 9.8% 1 7 37 24 5 2
Theft 51 6.6% 28 13 8 2
Vandalism 4 0.5% 1 2 1
Weapons 12 1.5% 1 8 3
NEW Total 775 100% 29 17 231 33 199 118 - 66 17 1 64
3.7% 2.2% 29.8% 4.3% 25.7% 15.2% - 8.5% 2.2% 0.1% 8.3%
Median Age: 34
Average Education: 11.8
Average Reading Level: 10.1
% By Offense Class:
Offense Types
Property
22%
Weapons
2%
Other
1%
Drug
28%
OWI/Traffic
3%
Violent
44%
Federal, compact, safekeeper excluded.
Custody Levels
Medium
61%
Maximum
7%
Minimum
32%
Race/Ethnicity
Caucasian
70%
African-
American
21%
Latino
7%
Native 
American
1%
Asian
1%
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 Riverview Release Center: Newton
June 30, 2001
POPULATION BY MOST SERIOUS OFFENSE:
By Offense Class:
Offense Type Total % A Fel
BF-
85% B Fel
CF-
85% C Fel D Fel
OF-
85% O Fel Misd Viol Other
Arson 2 0.8% 2
Assault 18 7.6% 4 8 6
Burglary 26 11.0% 5 20 1
Drug Crimes 103 43.6% 17 55 29 1 1
Escape/Flight 1 0.4% 1
Forgery/Fraud 18 7.6% 17 1
Murder/Mansl. 8 3.4% 6 1 1
Other Crimes 3 1.3% 1 2
OWI/Traffic 32 13.6% 20 3 9
Robbery 1 0.4% 1
Theft 21 8.9% 6 12 3
Vandalism 1 0.4% 1
Weapons 2 0.8% 2
RIV Total 236 100% - - 17 - 79 110 - 7 23 - -
- - 7.2% - 33.5% 46.6% - 3.0% 9.7% - -
Median Age: 34
Average Education: 11.6
Average Reading Level: 10.3
% By Offense Class:
Offense Types
Violent
11%
OWI/Traffic
14%
Drug
43%
Other
2%
Weapons
1%
Property
29%
Federal, compact, safekeeper excluded.
Custody Levels
Medium
2%
Minimum
98%
Race/Ethnicity
Latino
1%
Native 
American
<1%
Caucasian
88%
African-
American
11%
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Riverview Violator Program: Newton
June 30, 2001
POPULATION BY MOST SERIOUS OFFENSE:
By Offense Class:
Offense Type Total % A Fel
BF-
85% B Fel
CF-
85% C Fel D Fel
OF-
85% O Fel Misd Viol Other
Arson 1 1.2% 1
Assault 3 3.7% 3
Burglary 25 30.5% 25
Drug Crimes 24 29.3% 24
Forgery/Fraud 4 4.9% 4
Other Crimes 1 1.2% 1
OWI/Traffic 7 8.5% 7
Sex Crimes 1 1.2% 1
Theft 11 13.4% 11
Vandalism 5 6.1% 5
RVP Total 82 100% - - - - - - - - - 82 -
- - - - - - - - - 100% -
Median Age: 23
Average Education: 11.6
Average Reading Level: 9.9
% By Offense Class:
Offense Types
Violent
5%
Weapons
9%Drug
29%
Other
1%
Property
56%
Federal, compact, safekeeper excluded.
Custody Levels
Medium
44%
Minimum
56%
Race/Ethnicity
Caucasian
77%
African-
American
16%
Latino
4%
Native 
American
2%
Asian
1%
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North Central Correctional Facility: Rockwell City
June 30, 2001
POPULATION BY MOST SERIOUS OFFENSE:
By Offense Class:
Offense Type Total % A Fel
BF-
85% B Fel
CF-
85% C Fel D Fel
OF-
85% O Fel Misd Viol Other
Arson 3 0.7% 1 2
Assault 35 8.2% 5 5 13 12
Burglary 53 12.4% 5 8 36 1 3
Compact 1 0.2% 1
Drug Crimes 155 36.1% 7 104 35 5 4
Escape/Flight 3 0.7% 3
Forgery/Fraud 27 6.3% 24 3
Kidnapping 5 1.2% 1 4
Murder/Mansl. 22 5.1% 8 9 2 3
Other Crimes 8 1.9% 5 2 1
OWI/Traffic 35 8.2% 28 1 6
Robbery 18 4.2% 10 2 3 3
Sex Crimes 7 1.6% 1 3 2 1
Theft 45 10.5% 11 22 3 9
Vandalism 1 0.2% 1
Weapons 11 2.6% 10 1
RWC Total 429 100% 9 - 41 2 144 182 - 13 37 - 1
2.1% - 9.6% 0.5% 33.6% 42.4% - 3.0% 8.6% - 0.2%
Median Age: 33
Average Education: 11.8
Average Reading Level: 9.6
% By Offense Class:
Offense Types
Property
30%
Weapons
3%
Other
3%Drug
36%
OWI/Traffic
8%
Violent
20%
Federal, compact, safekeeper excluded.
Custody Levels
Medium
9%
Minimum
91%
Race/Ethnicity
Caucasian
70%
African-
American
20%
Latino
8%
Native 
American
2%
Asian
<1%
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Iowa Inmates Housed Out of State
June 30, 2001
POPULATION BY MOST SERIOUS OFFENSE:
By Offense Class:
Offense Type Total % A Fel
BF-
85% B Fel
CF-
85% C Fel D Fel
OF-
85% O Fel Misd Viol Other
Assault 2 3.6% 1 1
Burglary 2 3.6% 1 1
Drug Crimes 2 3.6% 2
Forgery/Fraud 1 1.8% 1
Kidnapping 4 7.3% 3 1
Murder/Mansl. 36 65.5% 28 8
Other Crimes 1 1.8% 1
Robbery 5 9.1% 5
Sex Crimes 2 3.6% 1 1
OOS Total 55 100% 31 9 7  - 4 4  -  -  -  -  - 
56.4% 16.4% 12.7%  - 7.3% 7.3%  -  -  -  -  - % By Offense Class:
Offense Types
Violent
89%
Other
2%
Drug
4%
Property
5%
Race/Ethnicity
Caucasian
54%
African-
American
38%
Other
2%
Native 
American
2%
Latino
4%
Sex
Female
2%
Male
98%
